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 Photobucket

Can anybody tell me what has happened to Photobucket. It used to be an informative site showing
information about photos that have been uploaded, enabling comments and how many views etc. All that
seems to have disappeared (At least from my photos). Now it seems to be just sales site omitting comments
etc and allegiances to facebook, trending? and lots of things of that ilk. Makes one feel that they regard you
as just another punter read mug. Am I doing something wrong or is it Photobucket thats changed.
Alan
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I don't use Photobucket and when I went to their site it does seem to push all sorts of "products". I entered
a link to a picture in someone's "bucket" and I could see the image but an annoying "wiggling" popup claimed
that I needed an "upgrade" to my media viewer. I usually recommend http://tinypic.com/ - it has a pop-up
for a "PC cleaner", but at least the home page is directly related to uploading and resizing images. 

Remember that these are all "free" and TANSTAAFL, and you get what you pay for and "free" usually means
getting something useful (an asset) along with something you don't want (a debit, or liability) which may
balance in your favor but usually more to the benefit of the service provider and their level of "greed". I
prefer a paid hosting site, like www.1and1.com, where for about $5/month I have virtually unlimited storage
and a unique domain name.
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Im not real thrilled with PB either. Just doesnt seem that user friendly to me.
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Seems to work OK if you are a long-time user.

1601 2045 1412 2321

Keep eye on ball.
Hashim Khan
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As a long-time user I have no problem either - so I agree with JTiers.

There are frequent changes but a bit of patience and perseverance usually sets me right.
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I also have zero problem with it.
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I haven't use it in a whie but the last time I did it worked OK . When they make those major "updates" 
it always takes me a while to re-figgure it out. :-) 
...lew...
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I consider myself to be a long time user but have to agree with PStechPaul. From now on I think I will
become an ex long time user.
Alan
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I just went to tinypic and realized I had already signed up for it. BUT what I like about photobucket is that I
can have pic. from phone auto download to the app I do not see that for tinypic. But tinypic sure loads and
works faster then photobucket

Ed ke6bnl
Agua Dulce, Ca. 
70 mi. S.E. of Los Angeles
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Member
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 Originally Posted by jackary 

Can anybody tell me what has happened to Photobucket. It used to be an informative site showing information
about photos that have been uploaded, enabling comments and how many views etc. All that seems to have
disappeared (At least from my photos). Now it seems to be just sales site omitting comments etc and
allegiances to facebook, trending? and lots of things of that ilk. Makes one feel that they regard you as just
another punter read mug. Am I doing something wrong or is it Photobucket thats changed.
Alan
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The Photobucket pages load a lot slower than Tinypic. It drives me a little nuts when forum members post a
link to Photobucket rather use IMG tags
because of the slow response times when browsing pictures directly at the site.
Interestingly enough, this appears at the bottom of the Tinypic web page:

I hope they don't add any improvements to slow this site down.
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